Dear Parent or Guardian,

We are excited to have your student with us for Odyssey of Science & Arts: Adventures of a Marine Research Scientist at Shannon Point Marine Center (SPMC), June 18 -22, 2018. Below are some pieces of information to help you and your student prepare for their time with us.

Check In:
Students will check in at 8:30 am in the SPMC library.

Check Out:
Students will check out at 12:30 pm with Odyssey of Science & Arts Instructors in the SPMC library.

Please be sure that only those listed as an Authorized Pick-Up Person during the registration is picking up your student. Please be sure to let Odyssey of Science & Arts staff know if your student has permission to be signed out with anyone other than those listed, or sign themselves out. If any adjustments or additions need to be made to this list, you may contact us at youth@wwu.edu.

Directions:
Shannon Point Marine Center is located at 1900 Shannon Point Rd., near Washington Park.

What to Bring:
- A healthy snack and water bottle
- A rain jacket
- A curious mind
- Sneakers
- Bug repellent and sunscreen

*WWU is not responsible for lost belongings, please be sure your belongings are clearly marked with your name.

We look forward to a fun and enriching time at Odyssey of Science & Arts!